The effect of rotenone on the urinary ethanol cycle in rats fed ethanol intragastrically.
Chronic ethanol ingestion alters mitochondrial function in the liver including inhibition of complex I of the electron transport chain. This leads to a shift in the NAD/NADH ratio to the reduced state when blood ethanol levels are high. Rotenone also inhibits complex I and induces a reduced state. The combination of ethanol feeding and rotenone toxicity should amplify the reduced state and block the cyclic increase and decrease in the rate of metabolism in the liver. The change in the redox state occurs during the urinary ethanol cycle in the intragastric tube feeding rat model of alcoholic liver disease. To test this hypothesis, rats were fed ethanol with rotenone and the 24-h urinary ethanol levels were measured daily. When ethanol was fed alone, the urinary ethanol cycle occurred. However, when ethanol was fed with rotenone the cycle was prevented and the urinary ethanol levels remained at the 200-mg% range. The rats fed ethanol or fed ethanol plus rotenone had the same increase in the pathology score and ALT elevations in the blood. Rotenone fed alone had the same normal values as the dextrose pair fed control rats. The results indicate that the UAL cycle is driven by fluctuation in the NAD/NADH ratio. When this fluctuation is blocked by rotenone, the cycle does not occur. It is concluded that the urinary ethanol cycle is dependent on cyclic fluctuation of the NAD/NADH ratio, which regulates the rate of ethanol elimination.